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The Color of Crime
How much violent crime is
there in America and
nd who
commits it?
by Samuel Taylor

I

t is no better than a cliche to point
out that there is a great deal of violent
crime in the United States.
Americans commit more than 20,000
murders, 100,000 rapes, 650,000 robberies and 1,000,000 aggravated assaults every year . But what do those
numbers mean? Are they going up as everyone assumes - or are they
declining? How much crime do
blacks commit, and how much of their
violence is directed against whites?
Every year, the U.S . Department of
Justice issues two fat volumes of crime
statistics that contain most of the information needed to answer these
questions. The more useful of the two
is the Sourcebook of Criminal Justice
Statistics, but the FBI's Uniform Crime
Reports is also illuminating. As one
would expect, these books do not always give racial data and they almost
never make explicit-racial comparisons . However, ouFgovernment
does collect enough information to
allow a researcher to make most of the
relevant racial comparisons for himself.
Some of the most important findings come from surveys of crime victims. Every year the Justice Department interviews the members of
40,000 to 50,000 households and asks
detailed questions about all crimes of
which they were victims. Since police
departments often file reports only on
people they have arrested, this survey
gathers information about two other
important crime categories : those
that do not lead to an arrest and those
not reported to the police . Survey
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participants are always asked the race
of the perpetrator, so the results of this
survey are an accurate assessment
both of real crime levels in America
and of who the criminals are, even if
they are never caught.

The only really inexcusable failing
in federal statistics is that they almost
always include Hispanics in the
"white" category rather than break
them out separately. Hispanics, now
about nine percent of the population,
are not so violent as blacks but they are
markedly more violent than whites .
By calling them "white," the Depart-

There is actually more
"black-on-white" than
"black-on-black"
criminal violence. This
fact is almost never
reported.
ment of Justice exaggerates white
crime rates .
Despite this, the contrast between
black and "white" crime rates is staggering -and virtually unknown .
Many of the figures in this article must

be derived from Department of Justice
statistics, and journalists almost never
do this .
Murder and Robbery
In "1992, police reported 23,760
murders. and non-negligent
homicides. Although they are only 12
percent of the population, blacks
committed about 55 percent of the
murders. This means that murder
rates, by race, were dramatically different .
"Whites" (including
Hispanics) killed at a rate of 5 .1 per
100,000 while the rate for blacks was
433 per 100,000. Blacks are therefore
8.5 times more likely to commit murder than whites and, all by themselves,
account for the fact that the United
States has a higher murder rate than
England or Italy (see story on page 6) :
Most of the time, blacks killed other
blacks, but about 13 percent of their
victims were white . Whites also usually kited each other, but six percent of
their victims were black. In all, there
were 2.7 times as many whites killed by
blacks as blacks killed by whites, which
means that any given black is 17 times
more likely to kill a white than vice
versa .
Robbery, or "mugging," is the street
crime that people fear most, and in
1992, 672,478 robberies were reported
to the police- Victimization studies
show-that-only about 60 percent of the
victims of a successful robbery report
the crime to the police, so the real
figure was well over one million-one
for every 250 people every year . Robbery is very much a black specialty,
and blacks committed over 60 percent
of the year's robberies . This means
that blacks committed robbery at a
rate of 1,343 per 100,000 while the
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beginning to tufn. Evidence of this is
the near-hysterics effort by the media
to paint non-whites in benign colors .
The deceptions are so transparent
that hardly anyone can believe them,
probably not even the people who
promote them.
What we have today is a kind of
silent racism-an avoidance of any
criticism
blacks but also an
avoidanceof blacks themselves and of
any place where they might be found .
Teachers keep reporting these stubbornly "racist" tendencies in the their
students despite all the propaganda .
It's a weird situation, which cannot last
long. Others will soon begin to speak
up. We must be patient but we may yet
find that we are not so far in front of
the curve, as the saying goes, as some
may think .
Name Withheld

e

Letters from Readers
Sir - In an "0 Tempora" item in
the May issue, you write about
Newark, New Jersey's decision to
destroy four 13-story apartment buildings that had become crime-ridden
pest holes . Just one of the problems
with government housing is a law
passed in 1987 that forbids states and
cities to tear down public housing unless it is replaced, unit for unit . This
means that even if non-white occupants render apartments uninhabitable the buildings cannot be
demolished. The result? Huge sums
are spent to "maintain" abandoned
buildings that serve no purpose.
In Philadelphia, it has cost $7.9 million to maintain a complex of eight
public housing buildings that have virtually no occupants . The controversy
over what to do with two other vacant
buildings in Philadelphia (containing
448 units) has raged for 18 years . In
Cleveland, over the past seven years,
the federal government has spent $47
million maintaining empty apartments. New Orleans, like many black- .
majority cities, is losing population; it
has 37,000 vacant public housing units
that cannot be destroyed and must be
maintained.
Collin Peterson is a congressman
from Minnesota and chairman of a
subcommittee on housing. He has
held a hearing on a bill to repeal the
1987 replacement requirement . "We
invited four or five directors of
troubled public housing authorities to
testify at the hearing," he says, "but we
couldn't get any of them because
they're all being fired or replaced ."
Andrew Canty, Winchester, Va .
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Sir - I am writing in reply to Arthur
Hinckle who disagrees with me in the
May issue . In an earlier letter I
defended activists who are actually
doing something about our racial
plight. Mr . Hinckle writes," `Doing
something' may be cathartic but is
often unhelpful."
This is partly true . However, for
AR readers tired of just "wringing
their hands," I recommend joining the
Populist Party. This party is not an
outgrowth of the Ku Klux Klan or the
Nazis. It was started some years ago
in Pennsylvania and supports all
phases of the racialist movement . Its
address is Box 15499, Pittsburgh, PA
15237.
Robert Briggs, Punta Gorda, Ha.
Sir - As a new reader I am thrilled
and inspired to find a tough, lean
magazine that deals with the most important race-related issues : crime,
immigration, dysgenics, and cultural
decay. You avoid crudity and esoteric
ideologies and I feel free to share AR
with other people. I devoutly hope
that your work ignites some sparks of
courage among capable but cautious
people.
One of the ironies about some
people who try to raise white consciousness is that despite their warnings about dysgenics they often appeal
to the most degenerate elements of the
race. Liberals have not failed to capitalize on this.
Best of success with the conference .
Paul Neff, Cambridge, Mass .

Sir - Despite all the bad news that
I read in AR, I think the country is

Sir - I subscribe to Prodigy, which
is the largest of the computer bulletin
boards, with about 2 million members .
Yesterday, the results of a poll on - _
South Africa caught my eye . When I
checked, 7,941 people had replied to
the following questions :
1 . What are the chances that a
stable democracy will develop under
Mandela? The answers were "Poor" :
45 percent, "Fair" : 25 percent,
"Good": 21 percent, "Excellent": 7
percent.
2 . Will blacks and whites work
together to build a democracy?
Answers were "Disagree" : 46 percent,
"Agree" : 41 percent, "Not Sure": 14
percent:
The answers were further broken
down by age, sex, and region . Women
are much more starry-eyed about
South Africa's prospects than men,
and young people are more so than
old. People in the Mid-West and on
the West Coast are more optimistic
than peopte in the South or East .
What does this tell us? Men, people
who have lived for a while, and people
who live where there are many blacks
have fewer illusions .
Prodigy subscribers are likely to be
white, well educated, and reasonably
well off. They fit the profile of the
perfect liberal. It is significant that so
many have "illiberal" expectations for
South Africa .
Y.R . Enger, Chicago, Ill
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Continued from page 1
white rate was 126 per 100,000-less
than one tenth the black rate . When it
comes to gang robbery-perhaps the
quintessentially black crime - blacks
are 22 times more likely than whites to
be offenders .
Unlike murder, robbery is not a
crime that blacks mainly practice on
each other. Over half of the robberies
by blacks are of whites (including
Hispanics) . White muggers (including Hispanics) choose blacks as their
victims only about four percent of the
time and steal from other whites the

rest of the time . Put differently, for
every black robbed by a white, there
are 24 whites robbed by a black.
Similar disproportions are found
for the other crimes of violence - rape
and aggravated assault-(assault with
the intent of inflicting severe injury,
usually with a deadly weapon) . When
blacks commit violent crime they
choose white victims just over half the
time, whereas when whites commit
violent crimes they target blacks about
two percent of the time . Thus, any
given black is 70 times more likely to
commit criminal violence against a
white than is any given white likely to
commit criminal violence against a
black.
For gang violence the odds are even
steeper. Fifty-six percent of black
gang robberies, rapes, and assaults are
committed against whites, while only
4 .5 percent of all white gang violence
is committed against blacks . Any
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given black is therefore 83 times more
likely to take part in gang violence
against whites than vice versa . These
disproportions are based on surveys of
crime victims - not arrest records - so
they reflect the most reliable information available on inter-racial violence .
They are almost never reported .
These facts do not sit well with the
currently fashionable notion that the
victims of black crime are mostly other
blacks. There is actually more "blackon-white" than "black-on-black"
criminal violence, though one would
search the mainstream press in vain
for this fact. Black-on-black
crime is the subject of conferences and earnest analysis ;
black-on-white crime has
scarcely any official recognition.
As noted above, the one
crime that blacks generally do
keep within the "community" is murder . This accounts for why blacks are
seven times more likely to be murdered than whites . However, when it
comes to the less serious but far more
common crimes of robbery, rape, and
assault, the racial gap in victimization
rates is much narrower . Despite the
fact that blacks are 800 to 2,000 percent more likely than whites to commit
crimes of violence, they are only 50
percent more likely to be victims of
violent crime . The difference is due to
the fact that blacks vent so much of
their violence upon people of other
races .
One interesting statistic reported
by the Department of Justice is the
number of drug-related admissions to
hospital emergency rooms . Blacks are
three times more likely than whites to
be involved in such admissions, and 12
times more likely to be admitted be-

cause of cocaine. Interestingly, blacks
are under-represThted in emergencyroom admissions for use of tranquilizers and sedatives . These are
often the result of overdose suicide
attempts, and since whites are twice as
likely as blacks to commit suicide, such
admissions are overwhel mingly white .
The PrisdrPopulation
Prison statistics are virtually the
only ones for which the federal
government reports Hispanics as a
separate category, and the results are
revealing. Whites, who are still about
75 percent of the population (though
this includes North Africans, Arabs
and Persians), made up only 38 .7 percent of the nation's prison population
in 1989, and the percentage has been
decreasing . Forty one percent of all
inmates were black, and 173 percent
were Hispanic . This means that
blacks were 6.7 times more likely than
whites to be in jail and Hispanics were
3 .4 times more likely.
Disproportions like these are often
dismissed as the result of "racist"
police work, but the most plausible

One violent crime that
blacks generally do keep
within the "community"
is murder.
explanation is that non-whites are
more likely to be in jail because they
commit more crime. In passing, it is
worth noting that people are right to
assume that most criminals are poorly
educated: 54 percent are high school
dropouts.
The assumption that all prisons are
crowded is correct only for some
states-generally those that have had
rapidly increasing populations .
California's prisons operate at 135
percent of capacity and those in New
Jersey are at 146 percent . However,
only 15 slates are running at over 100
percent. . Alaska operates at 35 percent, Wyoming at 51 percent, Montana at 52 percent, and North Dakota
at 38 percent .
The death sentence gets a great
deal of attention because blacks are
said to be more likely to get it than
whites . That is not true .- In April 1993,
50 .6 percent of~ death row inmates
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were white, 39 percent were black, and
seven percent Hispanic. Since 1977,
when the death penalty was resumed
after a 10-year break, the only crime
for which it has been given is murder .
Since blacks commit more than half
the nation's murders, they are considerably underrepresented on death
row. The same is true for actual executions . Of the 147 people executed
since 1977, 43 percent have been
black.
Congress has been toying with laws
that would require states to execute
criminals by racial quota . If the
quotas were based on the number of
murderers, rather than on percentages of the population, executions of
blacks would have to be stepped up . It
is just as well no one is urging that the
death penalty be given equally to men
and women ; for every woman on death
row there are 70 men.
Historical Trends
Crime is a serious problem, and getting worse . However, not all crimes
are increasing at the same rate . The
murder rate has essentially been flat
for 20 years (see first chart) . Though
preliminary reports indicate a slight
upturn in 1993, there were actually
almost 1,000 fewer murders in 1992
than in the previous year. It is true that
the 1992 total of 23,760 is far higher
than the 8,530 murders in 1962, but
much of the rise is due to increases in
population . The national murder
rate-the number of killings per
100,000 Americans-has risen from
4.6 in 1962 to only 9 .3 in 1992 .
Americans are therefore twice as likely to kill each other as-they were 30
yearss ago, but this is a modest increasee
compared to the rise in other violent
crimes .
For murder, 1962 was something
like the end of an era . The rate per
100,000 had bobbed along between
four and five during most of the 1940s
and 1950s (it was an uncharacteristically high 5 .8 in 1938), but first went
above 9 .0 in 1972 . Since then, aside
from a high of 10 .2 in 1980, the rate has
stayed between 7.9 and 9 .8 . The
United States is not therefore, suffering from a shocking and unprecedented plague of murders . Murder
rates nearly doubled from 1962 to
1972, but have held steady for the last
20 years .
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Rape shows a very different patrates began to soar, the rate of incartern . In the 1930s, rape was conceration fell. -13 beral social policies
sidered a more serious offense than it
combined with lenient sentencing
is today, and could well get a man the
produced exactly what one would exdeath penalty . As sexual mores
pect : a crime wave . America quickly
changed and rape ceased to merit exgot over its love affair with felons and,
ecution, rape rates soared . The last
in the 1970s and 1980s, started locking
execution for rape was in 1964, and the
up criminals at record rates .
rate has increased
about 450 percent
Rape and Murder Rates
since 1962 .
(per 100,000 population)
In 1992, aggravated assault rates
so
were at an all-time
record of 441.8 per
100,000 . This number has been climbing steadily since
1962, when the figure was 88 .6, or
about one fifth the
current rate . Overall violent crime
rates show a similar
increase. It is im1962
1972
1982
1992
portant to bear in
mind that these are
crime rates, not raw
Violent Crime Rates
numbers, and the
(per 100,000 population)
upward slope of
these lines reflects
boo
an increasingly
crime-prone society, not a larger
population.
It is commonly
claimed by liberals
Assault
that more prisons
and longer prison
terms do not pre.
Robbery
vent crime. The argument is based on
the fact that al(1938)
1962
1972
1982
1992
though we have
been putting more
and more people in
jail (see third
Incarceration Rates
chart), crime rates
(per 100,000 population)
have not fallen . 350
The obvious rejoinder is that 300
rapists and muggers
250
who are in jail cannot possibly rape
and mug, and that if 200
they were on the
160
streets our crime
rates would be even 100
higher .
:
50
During
the
1960s, the very
0
decade when crime
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
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Crimes Cleared by Arrest

sistentlyhad lower
lem. The best sine predictor of a city
arrest ratesor neighborhood"§ crime rate is its raPercentage cleared, 1953 and 1992
sometimes dracial composition . Since blacks commatically so . This
mit violent crimes at about ten times
= 1953
EJ 1992
may reflect the
the white rate, if a city's population
fact that young
changes from all-white to halfmen commit most
white/half-black, the violence rate can
of the crime, and
be expected to go up fivefold . Allsome foreignblack areas are likely to have about ten
born whites came
times as mutt violent crime as allto America after
white ones.
they had outFor this reason alone, whites are
grown their most
justified in avoiding black neighborcrime-prone
hoods and in not wanting blacks to
years.) It would
move into their neighborhoods . Of
be interesting to
course, crime is not the only result
Murder
Rape
know why the
Assault
when neighborhoods become black .
department stopSchools decline, housing decays,
This almost certainly explains why
ped publishing these figures .
the increase in some crime rates has
It is possible to compare differenMultiples of Black/White
slowed. Immigration, both legal and
tial arrest rates by race for 1940 and
illegal, brings in disproportionate
Arrest
Rates for Violent Crimes
1992, though the data may not have
numbers of criminals. Likewise, the
been collected the same way in both
1940
1992
number of welfare-bred degenerates
years and may not be equivalent . The
continues to increase . Until this chantable to the right shows how much
Murder
6 .9
9 .8
ges, there is no reason to expect crime
more likely blacks were than whites to
Robbery
4 .0
11 .0
rates to go down except through inbe arrested for crimes of violence . In
Assault
8 .0
5 .0
creased incarceration rates .
1940, a black was four times more likeRape
2 .6
6 .0
Of course, incarceration works only
ly than a white to be arrested for robwhen criminals are caught, and
stores close, vandalism increases, and
bery, but in 1992, he was 11 times more
all the familiar signs of ghetto squalor
American policemen are less able to
likely. Multiples for robbery and rape
catch them than before. The bar chart
begin to appear.
have more than doubled, but the gap
on this page compares the rates at
It is probably not possible to bring
for assault has narrowed . Whether or
black crime rates down to the white
which crimes were cleared by an arrest
not these data are strictly comparable,
level. So long as blacks and whites
in 1953 with clearance rates in 1992.
they show that blacks have been, and
continue to live together, whites willThey have declined in all categories
continue to be, much more violent
pay the high price of sharing their
while, at the same time, increasing
than whites .
society with an inveterately violent ranumbers of crimes do not even go
Although our nation is reluctant to
cial minority.
reported . The chances of a crime
admit it, crime is clearly a racial probgoing unpunished are thus very high .
Race and Crime

Race and the-Law

Crime rates have risei1jor all races,
but has black violence grown more or.
less rapidly than white violence? It is
not easy to find out, since the federal
government has not always kept crime
records in the same manner . In the
1930s and 1940s, for example, the
Department of Justice categorized
criminals as White, Negro,
[American] Indian, Chinese,
Japanese, Mexican, and Other, which
was considerably more realistic than
the current categories of Black, White,
and Other .
Also, until 1940, the government
calculated arrest rates by race, though
only for Native White, Foreign-Born
White, and Negro . (Compared to native whites, foreign-born whites con-
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by Marian Evans

T
here are signs that the law is slowly_
beginning to acknowledge that blacks
are more violent and dangerous than
whites . The most dramatic example of
this was an unprecedented defense
used in a murder trial in Fort Worth,
Texas in April.
In most respects, the crime was perfectly ordinary . A 17-year-old black
man, Daimion Osby, was rolling dice
with some other young black men .
Mr. Osby won a $400 pot and promptly
left the game . This violated dicing etiquette, which requires that big winners stay in the game and give others a
chance to win back their money .

One of the heavy losers, Marcus
Brooks, vowed to "get" Mr . Osby.
Some time afterwards, Mr . Brooks,
with help from a cousin, attacked Mr .
Osby at a basketball game, and the
fight was broken up by police . On
another occasion, when Mr. Osby was
stopped-at a traffic light, Mr . Brooks
and his cousin pulled up beside him,
waved a shotgun at him, and ordered
him to pull over. Mr . Osby sped away
and escaped.
Mr . Osby once again eluded his attackers after a meeting in a park, and
decided that he should arm himself.
He bought a .38 caliber revolver and
three bullets, and-started carrying the
weapon in his pocket .
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